
The Australian Association for Pro-

fessional and Applied Ethics Six-

teenth Annual Conference was 

hosted by the School of Policing 

Studies, Charles Sturt University in 

Goulburn from 9th — 11th June 2009 

with the conference theme Profes-
sions in the Community. The AAPAE 

is indebted to Anna Corbo Crehan 

who convened the conference. Anna 

did a wonderful job and 

provided our association 

with an excellent confer-

ence.  

Anna organized an im-

pressive range of keynote speakers. 

These included Lyn Allison: a past 

leader of the Australian Democrats, 

John Pritchard: the Police Integrity 
Commissioner, Professor Colin Thom-

son: the Chair of the Australian 
Health Ethics Committee, Professor 

Gillian Cowlishaw, whose work exam-

ined the relationships between In-

digenous and settler Australians, Dr 

Brian Steels, who is a Research Fel-

low at the Restorative Justice Re-
search Unit at the Centre for Social 
and Community Research, Murdoch 

University, and Stephen Keim, who 

was the barrister for Dr. Mohamed 

Haneef. These keynote speakers 

along with the accompanying Plenary 

Sessions and other Conference Dele-

gates’ Papers made for an excellent 

conference. However it is not my aim 

to offer a conference report. What 

I would like to do is to consider our 

conference alongside another applied 

ethics conference, and in doing so to 

attempt to say something about the 

AAPAE.  

At just about the same time that my 

paper was accepted by 

our conference I had an-

other paper accepted by 

the European Business 

Ethics Network Annual 

Research Conference 

which was hosted by the School of 

Management, Ben-Gurion University 

of the Negev in Beer-Sheva, Israel 

from 15th – 17th June 2009. I had 

never been to Beer-Sheva before but 

I did have some perceptions as to 

what it might be like. I had never 

been to Goulburn either. I had a 

whole lot of perceptions as to it 

mainly informed by the ongoing mar-

keting of produce from the Goulburn 

valley. Yet, whilst I had perceptions 

galore, time seemed a problem: a few 

days after the end of our conference 

I would have to be at another on the 

other side of the planet; and shortly 

after that I was scheduled to lec-

ture on our Singapore program. I 

contacted David our travel manager. 
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“The similarities 

overwhelmed any 

differences.”  
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David is an unusual individual. 

He is extremely well read. 

Unlike many academic staff 

& students he regularly uses 

our University library. I 

should therefore not have 

been surprised at his rejoin-

der when I explained my 

travel plans to him. He in-

formed me with some relish 

that the last Australians to 

seek transportation from 

Goulburn to Beer-Sheva were 

the Australian Light Horse 

along with their mounts in 

1917. . . and proceeded to 

help make the travel ar-

rangements. 

It is of some interest to 

compare that EBEN confer-

ence with our conference. 

Both had logistic similarities. 

To get to Goulburn you flew 

to Canberra or Sydney and 

proceeded from there. To 

get to Beer-Sheva you flew 

to Tel Aviv and took the 

train to Beer-Sheva which is 

further south in the Negev 

desert, and not difficult to 

find, as that is where the 

train line ends. 

At our conference Mr Alfie 

Walker of the Pejar Land 

Council performed the wel-

come to country, thanked the 

original owners, and spoke of 

some of them. At the EBEN 

conference, where the con-

ference language was English, 

the theme was ‘Conflicts in 

The World of Business Eth-

ics’. Yotam Lurie, in opening 

the conference, referred to 

the book of Genesis and the 

earlier residents of the city 

of Beer-Sheva, Abraham and 

Abimelech, and how they re-

solved their conflict over the 

available water. I was sur-

prised to discover that Beer-

Sheva is a far older city than 

Jerusalem. I was also in-

trigued to hear the Austra-

lian author David Malouf, in 

an interview on ABC radio on 

the 25th of September 2009, 

claim that cities created 

civilization as they forced 

strangers – such as Abraham 

and Abimelech initially were – 

to exist together as 

neighbours. 

Most of the participants at 

our AAPAE conference were 

Australians. The EBEN con-

ference was dominated by the 

Europeans. I have never vis-

ited Europe and had never en-

countered them en masse be-

fore. I spent a lot of time en-

viously admiring the most ele-

gant attire of the men, par-

ticularly those from Italy, 

Spain and Portugal. Back in 

Goulburn I had felt comfort-

able: alongside them I felt 

shabby.  

The EBEN conference was a 

larger conference than our 

conference, but 

not much larger. 

It did though 

allow EBEN to 

offer three si-

multaneous ses-

sions where we 

only offered 

two. Nearly all 

of the papers at 

our AAPAE con-

ference were 

secular. At the 

EBEN conference papers on 

topics such as Islamic bank-

ing, Jewish law and whistle-

blowing, and corporate per-

spectives from Thomas Aqui-

nas’ Summa Theologiae were 

not uncommon.  

A  T A L E  O F  T W O  C O N F E R E N C E S  ( C O N T ’ D )  

“The last 

Australians to 

seek 

transportation 

from Goulburn to 

Beer-Sheva were 

the Australian 

Light Horse along 

with their mounts 

in 1917…” 
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Goulburn is a small town by 

Australian standards. Beer-

Sheva is one of Israel’s big-

gest cities. But with Israel 

being such a very small place 

Beer-Sheva’s population is 

not much larger than the 

suburb I live in. And in both 

Goulburn and Beer-Sheva 

welcoming functions were 

arranged by the respective 

mayors. Indeed, what struck 

me about these conferences 

was not the differences 

which were superficial but 

the similarities. When I was 

sitting in a conference ses-

sion listening to a paper be-

ing delivered, or between 

sessions drinking coffee 

with other conference dele-

gates, I could have been at 

either conference. The simi-

larities overwhelmed any 

differences: at both places 

people interested in applied 

ethics had gathered to-

gether to ad-

dress this 

topic. And at 

both places 

the discussions 

were of a very 

similar stan-

dard. As Aus-

tralians we 

tend to knock 

ourselves. We 

highlight what 

could have 

been done better. But in 

benchmarking our confer-

ence against that EBEN con-

ference we have little rea-

son to be critical of our-

selves. The EBEN organizers 

believed they had organized 

an excellent conference. 

They had. And so had we. 

It would be remiss of me 

not to mention one other 

thing. I attended both con-

ferences to further my un-

derstanding of applied eth-

ics which I did. But at both 

conferences part of that 

understanding was provided 

not by what happened at the 

conference itself, but by 

what happened in going to 

the actual conferences. To 

get to Goulburn I had to 

drive past Lake George. 

Lake George is 25 kilome-

tres long and 10 kilometres 

wide. It is also bone-dry. It 

has been for years now. It 

is very hard to stare at it, 

to think of everything that 

must have been associated 

with the lake when it was a 

lake, and not to start 

thinking about environ-

mental ethics. To get to 

Ben-Gurion University of 

the Negev you walk through 

Beer-Sheva. It is an inter-

esting city, but it is not a 

pretty place. It is domi-

nated by drab, concrete 

apartment blocks built as 

public housing projects in 

the early 1950s to house 

refugees from North Af-

rica. It is a desert town. 

There is a lot of space and 

the streets are very wide. 

There is little vegetation. 

It is very hard to walk 

along those streets while 

staring at those ugly con-

crete buildings and not to 

think of the aesthetic di-

mensions in creating com-

munities. Both of these ar-

eas fall within the preserve 

of applied ethics, and in 

both there is much work to 

be done. 

 

Michael Schwartz. 

A  T A L E  O F  T W O  

C O N F E R E N C E S  ( C O N T ’ D )  

“When I was 

sitting in a 

conference 

session listening 

to a paper being 

delivered, or 

between sessions 

drinking coffee 

with other 

conference 

delegates, I 

could have been 

at either 

conference.” 
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based conference, much to the 

delight of all involved. This is to 

us a great initiative, so please 

do come and join us explore 

new avenues of collaboration 

and sharing. We want to open 

new channels of research, aca-

demic endeavour and pursuit 

of ethical standards in all pro-

fessions. The hosting of the 

annual AAPAE conference by 

M A R K  Y O U R  D I A R I E S !  

Whether you are interested in 

moral philosophy, political phi-

losophy, bioethics, teaching 

ethics to professionals or lead-

ership workshops, this is the 

conference to attend – there 

will be something valuable for 

everyone. It is promising to be a 

conference catering for many 

diverse interests and disci-

plines.  

 In addition to sharing and at-

tending presentations by our 

learned colleagues in the field 

and their students, this confer-

ence will also offer the opportu-

nity to listen to some great key-

note speakers. The renowned 

Professor Ron McCallum will be 

talking to us about the ethics of 

disabilities in the workplace; 

and Dr Simon Longstaff will 

tackle the contemporary debate 

about “The Nanny State” and 

the imposition of further com-
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pulsory taxes on tobacco, to 

name but a few of the interest-

ing topics we will be  discussing. 

 One of the fundamental aims 

of the AAPAE is to create a fo-

rum for representatives of the 

professions across Australia to 

meet and discuss ethical issues 

pertinent to their practice. It is 

about applied and professional 

ethics. The AAPAE is therefore 

particularly pleased that this 

year's conference is being 

hosted by a professional faculty. 

And it is a challenge we at the 

Faculty of Pharmacy, the Uni-

versity of Sydney have em-

braced with warmth and enthu-

siasm. 

 For the first time, the Faculty 

of Pharmacy at the University of 

Sydney will host a non-science 

The conference will 

showcase plenary and 

open discussion fo-

rums, panel discus-

sions, formal paper 

presentation sessions, 

and workshops . 

Keynote Speakers in-

clude: 

Professor Ron 

McCallum 

Ethics of Disabilities in 

the Workplace. 

Dr Simon Longstaff 

The Nanny State 

It is with great pleasure that the organising committee of the AAPAE 
conference cordially invites you, our valued reader, to mark your di-
ary for this upcoming event: 

The 17The 17THTH  ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2010 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2010   

ETHICS IN THE PROFESSIONAL LIFEETHICS IN THE PROFESSIONAL LIFE     

Past, present and futurePast, present and future  

For further details and information about the conference, includ-

ing the call for papers:  visit     

  http://www.pharm.usyd.edu.au/aapae 

Tuesday 15th — Thursday 17th June, 2010  

Venue: The University of Sydney, Faculty of Pharmacy 
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ested to submit a paper for all 

to share or simply join us for 

the many activities planned. 

This conference will showcase 

plenary and open discussion 

forums, panel discussions, for-

mal paper presentation ses-

sions, and workshops in many 

diverse topics. It will be varied, 

fast moving and thought pro-

voking. There will be streams 

dedicated to specific themes 

such as political philosophy and 

bioethics. Innovative workshops 

have been created specifically 

for this conference introducing 

new approaches to teaching 

ethics and leadership skills.  

Pharmacy is just an example of 

how the Association has 

branched out to embrace pro-

fessions of all disciplines. 

 Situated on the beautiful 

campus of the University of 

Sydney, the Faculty of Phar-

macy offers a great venue, 

combining the old with the 

new, the science with the phi-

losophy and the convenience 

of close transport in the bus-

tling CBD of Sydney.  

 We encourage all research-

ers in professional ethics in all 

walks of life and anyone inter-

A A P A E  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 0  ( C O N T ’ D )  

 

Best regards,Best regards,  

From the organising committee of the 17From the organising committee of the 17thth
  Annual Conference of the AAPAEAnnual Conference of the AAPAE  

Dr Betty Chaar [Chair] Dr Betty Chaar [Chair] --  The University of Sydney, Faculty of PharmacyThe University of Sydney, Faculty of Pharmacy  

Prof Belinda Bennett Prof Belinda Bennett --  The University of Sydney, Centre for Health Governance, Law & EthicsThe University of Sydney, Centre for Health Governance, Law & Ethics  

Prof Ian KerridgeProf Ian Kerridge  ––  The University of Sydney, Centre for Values, Ethics & the Law in MedicineThe University of Sydney, Centre for Values, Ethics & the Law in Medicine  

Prof Stephen Cohen Prof Stephen Cohen ––  The University of NSW, School of History and PhilosophyThe University of NSW, School of History and Philosophy  

Prof Tom Campbell Prof Tom Campbell ––    Australian National University, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public EthicsAustralian National University, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics  

Jolyon SykesJolyon Sykes——  Faculty of Communication and International Relations University of Canberra Faculty of Communication and International Relations University of Canberra   

 Not only do we welcome all 

newcomers and encourage pa-

pers and research endeavours to 

be presented but we also pro-

vide a stepping stone to publica-

tion in the AJPAE if you wish to 

pursue peer reviewed publica-

tion with the formal journal of 

the AAPAE. Presenting at the 

conference pro-

vides you with 

real time feed-

back and critique 

of the work pre-

sented which 

can then shape a 

better submis-

sion for the peer 

review to take 

place. 

So, mark those 

diaries and 

watch this 

space!! 

Important Note: This Important Note: This 

conference offers a conference offers a 

registration fee for registration fee for 

academics that will academics that will 

include include one free regis-one free regis-

trationtration  for one of your for one of your 

students as a bonus to students as a bonus to 

encourage younger encourage younger 

generations to attend generations to attend 

and contribute to this and contribute to this 

forum.  forum.    

The registration will The registration will 

also include one ad-also include one ad-

mission to the confer-mission to the confer-

ence dinner, which we ence dinner, which we 

anticipate to be a fun anticipate to be a fun 

getget--together in the re-together in the re-

laxed environment of laxed environment of 

the Grand Stands at the Grand Stands at 

the University of Syd-the University of Syd-

ney. ney.   
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Executive committee member 

Jolyon Sykes is working as Re-

search  Associate on a two-year 

ARC Linkage Project, Vulnerabil-

ity in the  Australian News Media. 

It's a professional ethics pro-

ject, investigating the print news 

media's and journalists' repre-

sentation of people and groups 

that could be regarded as vulner-

able, either because of their on-

going circumstances or their par-

ticular issues. 

M E M B E R S ’  R E S E A R C H  A N D  P U B L I C A T I O N S  

   R E S E A R C H :  

Recent 

publications of 

members may be 

listed in 

‗Australian 

Ethics‘. All 

members are 

invited to send 
details of their 

recent (2009) 

publications to 

the editor: 

h.breakey@uq.ed

u.au.  

 

The purpose is to 

make current 

research in 

applied and 

professional 

ethics accessible 

and to raise 

awareness of the 

particular 

research 

specializations of 

members. 
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P L E A S E  

N O T E :  

Conference Pro-

ceedings: the 

Australian Asso-

ciation of Profes-

sional and Ap-

plied Ethics, 

from the 2009 

AAPAE Confer-

ence is in press. 

R E C E N T  P U B L I C A T I O N S  

 The investigators are Kerry 

Green (University of South Aus-

tralia), Steve Tanner (University 

of Wollongong), Michael Mead-

ows (University of Queensland), 

Mark Pearson (Bond University), 

Angela Romano (Queensland Uni-

versity of Technology), Jaelea 

Skehan (Hunter Institute of Men-

tal Health) and Cait McMahon 

(Dart Centre for Journalism 

and Trauma Australasia). The 

project is in its initial stage, draft-

ing the ethics approval applica-

tion and fine-tuning the method-

ology. 

 Jolyon is also looking at the 

Walkley awards for journalists, 

which were first established by 

the Australian Journalists' Asso-

ciation in 1956. The project, 

under John Cokley (University of 

Queensland), is looking for com-

mon themes in the winners of 

the print news and fea-

ture  categories. 

mailto:h.breakey@uq.edu.au
mailto:h.breakey@uq.edu.au


The study analysed 230 

cases of alleged corporate 

fraud in U.S companies be-

tween 1996 and 2004. Top-

ping the list of fraud detec-

tors were employees, fol-

lowed by the media, then 

non-financial market regula-

tors, analysts, auditors, stra-

tegic players, the Securities 

and Exchange 

Commission (in 

the U.S), 

shareholders, 

professional 

service firms 

and, lastly, 

short sellers. 

 The willing-

ness of people 

to report fraud 

does not necessarily tell us 

that wrongdoing by the or-

ganisation itself, if reported, 

will be acted on, But it does 

tell us that there are people 

in organisations willing to 

speak out. Such a conclu-

sion is readily acceptable, 

not only from the above em-

pirical evidence but also from 

There have been an increas-

ing number of research stud-

ies that have informed us 

that whistleblowing is the 

most effective way to identify 

wrongdoing in our organisa-

tions. 

 The most impressive is a 

recent study of whistleblow-

ing in the Australian public 

sector. This research com-

prised eight surveys across 

the public service, the largest 

of which sent out 23,177 

questionnaires to public ser-

vants in 118 agencies. 7663 

public servants responded. 

The research was organised 

by fourteen state and the fed-

eral government ombudsman 

and anti-corruption agencies, 

along with five universities. 

The evidence that whistle-

blowing is the most effective 

approach to identifying 

wrongdoing came from the 

surveys sent to managers 

and ethics case handlers. 

Some 765 respondents rated 

reporting of wrongdoing by 

employees as more effective 

than any other method for 

identifying wrongdoing, in-

cluding routine internal con-

trols, audits, or even man-

agement observation. 

 Surveys on fraud in the pri-

vate sector conducted by the 

big accounting companies 

confirm that whistleblowing is 

the most effective way to 

stop wrongdoing. For in-

stance, Price Waterhouse 

Cooper’s 2007 survey on 

economic crime, based on 

interviews in over 5,400 com-

panies located in 40 coun-

tries found that whistleblow-

ers reported 43% of fraud 

identified in companies. Pro-

fessional auditors were able 

to detect only 19%. A 2006 

survey by KPMG found that 

46% of fraud is reported by 

employees rather than by 

internal controls and audits. 

 Researchers at the Chicago 

Graduate School of Business 

and the Universities of To-

ronto and Michigan have 

drawn up a "top ten" of the 

most active fraud detectors. 

W H I S T L E B L O W I N G :  T H E  E T H I C A L  

P R I O R I T Y  

P E T E R  B O W D E N  

―whistleblowing 

is the most 

effective way to 

identify and to 

stop 

wrongdoing.” 
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research that has found that 

most of us value working for 

ethical organisations. Delany 

and Sockell found  in a 1992 

survey of over 1000 respon-

dents that people whose em-

ployers provide formal ethical 

training have positive percep-

tions of their company’s ethi-

cal position, as well as higher 

job satisfaction. Valentine 

and Fleischman’s 2004 sur-

vey of over 300 business 

professionals obtained simi-

lar results. Such a preference 

would encourage people to 

speak out. Many reasons can 

explain why people do reveal 

wrongdoing. No doubt one of 

them is that they believe that 

they will be fairly treated by 

an organisation with a repu-

tation for ethical manage-

ment.   Another however, 

could be the assertion, which 

has some basis in empirical 

research, that we are natu-

rally ethical. 

 The proposition that that we 

are intrinsically cooperative, 

and to some extent altruistic 

receives extensive support in 

recent evolutionary psychol-

ogy literature. Even Darwin 

argued that our evolutionary 

history will have built into us 

a series of ethical values - 

that we are social animals, 

developing feelings of sym-

pathy, obedience to a leader, 

faithfulness to the group, de-

fending and aiding other 

members. All of which he ar-

gues would support the 

group in its competition for 

food and even survival.  

 To translate these findings 

into teaching content would 

be worthwhile, but still insuffi-

cient. For whistleblowers do 

suffer. “They pay a terrible 

price” says Alford (2001). He 

tells us: 

 “The average length of time 

between blowing the whistle 

and being fired was about 

two years. Little of this time 

was taken up with appeals. 

Rather, most… was spent 

waiting for time to pass until 

management could ade-

quately disconnect the act of 

whistleblowing from the act of 

retaliation.” 

 There are many studies 

which confirm the widely 

held opinion that whistle-

blowers experience a strong 

retaliation from their employ-

ing organisation. And from 

fellow employees.  If we are 

to teach strengthening of 

ethical practices then we 

must inform students how to 

avoid the retaliation.  And 

that requires us at minimum, 

to know and 

teach the legis-

lation that is 

supposed to 

protect whistle-

blowers.   

 It is legislation 

with erratic cov-

erage, how-

ever, and even 

where it exists, only partially 

effective in both the private 

and public sectors. That also 

has been proven.  One ma-

jor piece of evidence is that 

Australia is the only industri-

alised country with no legis-

lative protection for its na-

tional civil servants. There is 

whistleblowing legislation in 

every state in Australia. 

W H I S T L E B L O W I N G :  T H E  E T H I C A L  P R I O R I T Y  ( C O N T ’ D )  

“To translate 

these findings 

into teaching 

content would 

be worthwhile, 

but still 

insufficient. For 

whistleblowers 

do suffer.”  
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then it is incumbent on us to 

teach them how to protect 

themselves. 

 One obvious consequence 

of the failure to assign ad-

ministrative responsibility is 

that reporting a wrong by a 

whistleblower does not nec-

essarily ensure that it is cor-

rected. And this turns out to 

be a further complication of 

the whistleblowing course. It 

also becomes a decision on 

the part of the teacher or 

trainer in ethics on whether 

the defects in the legislation 

are pointed out to students 

as one way to build a con-

sensus aimed at strengthen-

ing the legislation.  In a re-

cent article Laurie Oaks 
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If we are to 

encourage 

undergraduates in 

our colleges and 

universities, or 

employees in the 

work place, to blow 

the whistle, then it is 

incumbent on us to 

teach them how to 

protect themselves. 

W H I S T L E B L O W I N G :  T H E  E T H I C A L  P R I O R I T Y  ( C O N T ’ D )  

None of it is rated as very 

effective, being for the most 

part legislation designed to 

give the political appear-

ance that action is being 

taken, but lacking the ad-

ministrative machinery to 

ensure that action takes 

place. Politicians do not like 

whistleblowers, for they ex-

pose issues on which the 

public expect a political re-

sponse. NSW, which possi-

bly has a greater need than 

any other state, is currently 

entertaining a Parliamen-

tary proposal to scale back 

its existing (ineffective) leg-

islation. 

 If we are to encourage 

undergraduates in our col-

leges and universities, or 

employees in the work 

place, to blow the whistle, 

noted that not only are 

whistleblowers treated as 

savagely as they ever were 

but that the general public 

do not appear to care. It 

could be well argued that if 

whistleblowing is the most 

effective way of identifying 

wrongs, and has the poten-

tial to reduce the extent of 

unethical behaviour, then 

the need for reform of the 

legislation is a near obliga-

tory component of an ethics 

course. 

 In any case, regardless of 

the validity or otherwise of 

these underlying questions 

the statement that whistle-

blowing is the most effec-

tive way to identify wrong-

doing is sufficiently well 

proven to suggest that the 

practice would rate a high 

order of priority in the 

teaching of any ethics 

course. 

Peter Bowden, 

University of Sydney 



are related to social values, they 

are not reduced to such. 

There is an interesting section on 

the identification and management 

of moral conflict, with an emphasis 

on the role of codes of ethics, and 

the importance, in applied ethics, of 

correctly identifying facts; for facts 

take on moral relevance. 

 There follows a brief exposi-

tion of the main ethical theories, 

virtue theory (Aristotle), utilitari-

anism (Mill), and deontological 

theory (Kant) followed by some 

basic criticisms of these views. 

 While it might sound too theo-

retical so far, in fact, each unit 

of theory introduced in the text 

is followed by practical, real 

world examples, that draw at-

tention to some element of 

The 4 E’s introduces engineer-

ing students to basic moral 

concepts and to the idea of a 

professional ethic. It has a 

clear, concrete focus and will 

be useful in helping scientists 

and engineers to be mindful of 

the role that values play in 

making professional judge-

ments and to recognise and 

manage value conflicts that 

may arise in professional life. 

 The book begins by noting 

difficulties in defining morality 

and then offers a formal defini-

tion (that is, ―the evaluation of 

the rights and wrongs of hu-

man conduct‖). John links mo-

rality to professional ethics 

and sees professional ethics 

as a set of rules or a code 

aimed at regulating profes-

sional conduct. 

 Morality is further character-

ised as an intellectual frame-

work that permits us to decide 

which alternative is better. 

Morals are said to be related 

to values, of which utility is 

only one. The activity of moral 

evaluation is linked to one‘s 

world view, defined as an over-

arching synergy of culture and 

education. While moral values 
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“practical, real world 

examples of value 

conflict arise between  

development and 

environmental 

damage, or with 

engineering works that 

might threaten an 

endangered species” 

The Four E’s: Ethics, Engineering, Economics & Environment by 

John Buckeridge  

Review by Jeffrey Chapman 

B O O K S  

value conflict, eg between  

development and potential 

or actual environmental 

damage, or engineering 

works that might threaten 

an endangered species 

and the like. Following 

these examples are a se-

ries of questions to prompt 

discussion and reflection 

in developing one‘s own 

view of the issues: the 

practical imperative in this 

book is never absent. 

 The traditional triple bot-

tom line evaluation of pro-

posals is Economic, Social 

& Environmental. John has 

modified this to include the 

social within in the ethical 

dimension and under 



not be an introductory book 

on practical ethics for scien-

tists but be in danger of be-

coming a philosophy text on 

the nature of moral evalua-

tion!! – so much for my bias. 

Reviewed by Jeffrey Chap-

man. 

John is Professor of Natural 

Resources Engineering at the 

Royal Melbourne Institute of 

Technology University and is 

Honorary Professor at Wis-

mar, University of Technology 

Business and Design in Ger-

many. 

He is President of the Interna-

tional Union of Biological Sci-

―economic‖ is a requirement 

that funds be set aside for po-

tential use in remediation. He 

augments these 3 E‘s with that 

of Engineering, whose own 

imperatives include that of 

professional competence. 

 The last chapters are replete 

with practical examples of is-

sues involving rights, resource 

use and equity that can then 

be assessed in light of the 4 

E‘s including that of different 

moral perspectives. 

The theoretical material could 

be expanded upon, as could 

the section on the nature of 

moral disagreement, though I 

guess, in that case, it would 

Book nominated for UNESCO Prize 

ences and chairs their bio-

ethics committee. In addi-

tion, he is President of the 

International Society of Zoo-

logical Sciences and a Coun-

cillor of the Royal Society of 

Victoria. 
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Review: The Four E’s: Ethics, Engineering, Economics & 

Environment by John Buckeridge (con’t) 

The book by Australian educa-

tionist Dr James Page, Peace 

Education: Exploring Ethical and 

Philosophical Foundations, pub-

lished by Information Age Pub-

lishing, was recently nominated 

by the Geneva-based Women's 

International League for Peace 

and Freedom (WILPF) as a ma-

jor work for the prestigious 

UNESCO Mandanjeet Singh 

Prize for the Promotion of Toler-

ance and Non-violence. 

  

The book seeks to examine a 

possible ethical rationale for 

peace education.  The Direc-

tor-General of UNESCO, Koi-

chiro Matsuura, writes in the 

Foreword that the book con-

stitutes "an important addi-

tion to the emerging litera-

ture on peace education and 

the culture of peace ...". 

‘Peace Educa-

tion: Exploring 

Ethical and 

Philosophical 

Foundations’ 

Dr James 

Page. 

  

Further information: http://

www.infoagepub.com/products/

peace-education  

https://exchange.uq.edu.au/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.infoagepub.com/products/peace-education
https://exchange.uq.edu.au/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.infoagepub.com/products/peace-education
https://exchange.uq.edu.au/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.infoagepub.com/products/peace-education
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 The broad purpose of 

the AAPAE is to encour-

age awareness of, and 

foster discussion of is-

sues in, applied and 

professional ethics.  It 

provides a meeting 

point for practitioners 

from various fields and 

academics with special-

ist expertise and wel-

comes everyone who 

wants or needs to think 

and talk about applied 

or professional ethics.  

 The AAPAE fosters 

and publishes research 

in applied and profes-

sional ethics as well as 

attempting to create 

connections with special 

interest groups. The AA-

PAE does not endorse 

any particular viewpoint, 

but rather aims to pro-

mote a climate in which 

different and differing 

views, concerns, and 

approaches can be ex-

pressed and discussed. 
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